Using the theoretical formalism of S Hikami et al. 5 and Andrew Magnum 6 , we have theoretically evaluated magneto-resistance in high TC Superconductors. We have evaluated temperature dependent magneto resistance of two superconductors YBCO and LSCO with different concentration n. Our theoretical calculation is performed with the help of two approximations FLEX+CVC and RTA. Our theoretical obtained results indicate that temperature dependent magneto resistance increase and decrease as a function of temperature and concentration n.
INTRODUCTION
One observes the anomalous transport phenomena in nearly AF Fermi liquid. The temperature dependent Hall coefficient RH is observed in high TC superconductor. In this paper, we have given the method of evaluation of temperature dependent magneto-resistance for high TC superconductor. As 
H
is the magneto resistivity which is always negative.
To derive the magneto resistance one has to calculate the magneto conductivity which is written in the form using RTA
This is called the Kohler's rule.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Using the theoretical formalism of S Hikami et al. 5 and Andrew Magnum 6 , we have theoretically evaluated magneto-resistance in high TC Superconductor. In Table T3 An evaluated result of Table T5 An evaluated result of 
